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Socialists, Muslims Compete
For SJS Students’ Attention

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
4186,-J

By STAN N 1s( 111 Viii
"We want socialisii.
These were the words of two
Young Socialist Alliance lYSA)
impromptu speakers from the University of California, Berkeley, as
they voiced their opinion to a milling crowd Friday afternoon in
front of the college cafeteria.
Students, instructors, campus
and city police, and ’IV and tawspaper reporters overflowed into
the Seventh Street crosswalk as
they listened to the views of the
two students, Lawrence Shumm
and John Belisle.
Midway between the demonstration, members of the San Jose
Police Department interrupted
Shumm’s speech and moved him
from the sidewalk Si, the lawn,
stating it was against the San
City Ordinance io block the

dents thought he was being kept Revolution, commenting "It is
from voicing his opinion, arid they democratic because a vast ma.
retorted with, "Let him speak,- j,,A.!), of people are behind it. I
and "Come on, Lincoln used to feel Cuba is mosing to our platdo it."
form," commented Shumm.
As for SJS students’ reaction, "Our group believes the United
to the YSA views, Shumm, chair- Stales and other such Western
I man of the executive committee [ countries are responsible for toYSA in Berkeley. said, ’Their day’s Cold War arid the un se toreactions were average, with more [ ward World War III." said Shuman.
hostilities to new radical ideas. , Why. and how. does the YSA
hecause they haven’t been exposed feel the U.S. is responsible for
"Education for What?" is topic lenging," Dr. Burke will speak
It, such views as much as in the Cold War’
at’ a lecture to be delivered by here at commencement ceremonies;
Berkeley."
"Following World War IT. this
Dr. Albert Burke, scientist, mono- to be held Friday, June 7, at 6:30
The speakers advorated social- country continues to increase inTai.1 and expert on world affairs, p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
ise) in the United States, with an vestments abroad and to exploit
whu will be SJS’ commencement
On his
television program,
economy socially oriented by thel under-developed countries," anspeaker for this year.
"Probe," which is syndicated from
people instead of private owner- swered Shumm. "That is how I
Acclaimed by the New York coast to coast. Burke covers a
ship, according to Shumm.
feel this country is provoking conTimes as "an ext,I mg new voice wide variety of international and
RACK CUBAN REVOLUTION
tinuation of the Cold War."
sen,ibic and chal- domestic issues including conBoth speakers looked upon a
The purpose of the organization
servatism, the importance of nat’planned economy like that of Rus- members was to sell their newsural resources, air pollution, racial
sia as good, and they see Cuba paper, The Young Socialist, on
as different. Shumm enthusiastic- campus, but it turned into an imdiscrimination and the Cuban sitUpon interrupting Shumm, stu- ally hacked the current Cuban prompt a speech.
uation.
NATION-WIDE ORGANIZATION
However, his main objective is
to alert the American people to
a nation -wale organization I ,need totally by members
the dangers of communism.
and sympathizers. Recently three
Dr. Burke has lived in Russia,
Indiana University- students, memChina, Germany, Czechoslovakia,
bers of the YSA. were arrested
in Latin America and among Ameron charges of advocating the sirs
ican Indians. He speaks French,
lent overthrow of the government,
German, Russian, Spanish, Italian
according to Shumm. This is one
Pei.ce
bid io!
and Bulgarian fluently and is
by the destruction of
studying Hebrew and Arabic.
stockpile of nuclear weapons, Dr. Rene Dubos, a professor at the lof the many actions taken by the
Rockefeller Institute of New York, told the Honors Convocation audi- [government, which are expressed
Inspired by the famous words of
ence Friday. Speaking on [’Science and the Human Adventure," he lin the organization’s newspaper.
Edmund Burke, 1Sth century soWhile these students advocated
said the knowledge necessary to make nuclear weapons would survive
cial critic, philosopher and tradisocialism, another group, the Black
and the curious mind can never be destroyed.
tionalist: "All that is necessary
In defense of scient
- Dr. Dubos asserted that they, too, must 1Muslims. professed the Islamic
for the forces of evil to win in
the world is that good men do
have goals that are beyond the religion, and "justice and equality
nothing," Dr. Burke has written
: eat ion of weapons of destruction. [for the so-called Negro." The
a book- "Enough Good MenA
lb the space of two centuries. [Muslims began selling their newsDR. ALBERT BURKE
Way of Thinking."
science has done much to dispel paper, Muhammad Speaks, at
...commencement speaker
ignorance and error and to pro- 12:30, and within it short time
vide millions with the essentials students formed a crowd in protest. As a result, Muslim repreaf life, he said.
sentatives carried on the discusFatuity ballots to approve or
GOALS OF SCIENCE
sion for almost 4’2 hours, leaving
reject the proposed constitution
The goals of science must be the campus at 5:54 p.m.
for the Academic Senate will
interwoven with social goals and
NEGRO VIEWPOINTS
Robert Mix, Milton It. Herzog! the world must be molded to meet
be accepted until 5 p.m. tomor"We is ant our own piece of land
and
Larry
Barbetto were awarded , man’s highest needs. Dr. Dubos and be ihle to live our own lives,"
row, announced Alden H. Smith,
the grand prizes in the annual added.
associate professor of speech,
said a Muslims representative.
Phelan Literary Contest during; The convocation which was held
"U.S. NEEDS SOCIALISM," advocates Lawrence Shumm,
who added that the deadline has
Between the two crowds were
(above) Young Socialist Alliance student from the University of
the presentation banquet held Fri- in the Men’s Gymnasium, honored two SJS Negro students, trying
been extended from last Friday
SJS pro- Iii the new time.
day at the Garden City Hofbrau. nearly 300 students who have to bring out the view of the AmerCalifornia, Berkeley, in an impromptu speech Friday afternoon
.;t geography and professor
Mix. ,won the grand prize with achieved high scholastic records. ican Negro and voicing opinions
in front of the college cafeteria. Shumm (below) argues with
"Any faculty member who did
itus from Stanford Univer- not get a ballot," said Smith,
his free verse lyric "Perennial Twenty-eight with 4.0 grade point against the Muslims.
San Jose policemen when they inform him it is against a San
:
has received an invitation "may call me at 2M0, and I will
Spiral." Iferzog’s "A Tale of averages for two semesters were
Jose City Ordinance to block a sidewalk. So Shumm moved to
Both students brought out that
liam the Inter-American Defense see that they get one."
Spring" won not only the grand designated as President’s Scholars. the Muslims is a creation of the
the cafeteria’s front lawn and continued his speech.
College, Washington, D.C., to deprize but also the first place award Two hundred and fifty-six with 3.5 white man, dedicated toward betliver an address this summer on
in the short story category-, and grade point averages were hon- tering the Negro people through
America’s.
of
the
the geography
Barbetto’s play, "Second Burial," ored as Deans’ Scholars,
segregation. 11,m-ever. the two
was honored a second time ssith
In addition to high level miliDr. Gene A. Walla’’, professor students feel that the Negro should
the first place prize in the play Of psychology and chairman of try to gain economic equality
Mrs and diplomatic, representacategory.
list- of the United States, a numThe convocation committee, pre- through establishing himself in
Other first place winners were sided. President John T. Wahlquist society --not through segregation.
her af military and diplomatic repStudents are urged to estabThe Strawmen." a satirical verse spoke briefly in commending the
resentatives from the Organization
The teder;i1
of American States OAS t will lish clear status before the end
ernment this schid And junior college levels. by June Sythe; "The Homestead." students and their parents. %, [
listen to Professor White’s lecture. of the semester and to release year will put up more than $230,- will have separate institutes open a short short story by Lois B. were invited to the cerem[i,:,
-Study of the Significant Geo- all holds against grades, tran- 000 to help finance summer insti- to them for advancing their pro- ! Wood: and "The Life and Death Music by the a cappella choir and
graphical Factors in the Americas. scripts and registration packets. tutes in mathematics. science and, fessfonal preparation. The four of My Grandmother," a reminis- the symphony orchestra was inA,1
their’
Importance of Natural Resources. Payments may he made in the foreign languages in connection’ institutes will accommodate 190 cence by Larry Barbetto.
cluded in the program.
student teaching in the fall of the
The Phelan Literary Contest inClimate and Environment and Cashier’s mike. Adm263,
with the regular SJS summer ses- teachers and all will ruin for six
1963 semester should contact the
OF MAN’S FUTURE
eluded 10 categories, but this year
Thu ir Relationship to Unity and hrary fines may be paid at the sion. Six separate institutes will weeks.
Dr. Duhos warned that man Coordinators of Secondary Stu-nth in the Americas" is the circulation desk in the library be operated for the benefit e,!0-1In response to the California there were no entries in three:
dent Teaching office before the
before the close of the term.
Dr. V, l’s speech.
,iimistrators. teachers and
requirement that a foreign Ian- patterned lyrics, prose satire, and might list5 science for tris ial things
or lose his sold for hos-lily com- end of the semester regarding their
dents.
guage be taught in the public critical essays.
placement, according to Dr. John
Esamining the educati unal s s
schoolsthrough
in grades six thugh eight( Keynote speaker at the banquet forts. Man can become a slave to
L. Moody, pmfessur of secondary
[ lnt
e of post -Sputnik days brought in 1965, the administrators of the . was Edward McClannahan, short his possessions. he said, and be
education.
educators to the realization that N.D.E.A. granted $70,000 for a 1story writer and publisher. Ile is unhappy about his material
weaknesses appeared in the train- summer Spanish language insti-; a Stegner Fellow at Stanford and aehieements.
N,a everything is worth doing." Science Society Elects
me of teachers in the areas
tide. The institute which will serve ’will continue there next year as
TIME OF
I- iit 7;1
11.11,..m1,1.
;ii el
scienc e, mathematics and lan- -12 teachers of Spanish in grades visiting lecturer in creative writ - the scholarly scientist said. -ProgCLASSES
ns.ss demands the discovery of ence honor societ, will hold its
EXAMINATION
gouges. Since ttim Inc federal six through nine will open June 1W.
higher values. Man must be con- last meeting of the year tomorrow
(government, through the National 16 and operate for eight weeks.
No finalsfree period
V+,,d (May 29) 7:30. 9:50 am.
cerned with visions of the future. lat 1:30 p.m. in S237.
’Science Foundation and the NaOutstanding high school sill No finalsfree period
10:00 - 12:20 a.m.
es-en of the future which he will
Fall officers were elected reAll English A and IA classes Ilona! Defense Education Act, has dents will also have an opportuniiN
:00- 3:20 p.m.
cently. They are Jay Russell. pres[set aside funds for teacher insti- to study chemistry and physics
Toniorrou’s issue of the Spar- never Ilse to Ser."
4:30 Group II classes
5:50 p.m.
3:30
ident: Fran Higaki. vice-presitent:
I totes in these areas. San Jose under the provisions of an NSF’ tan Daily will he the final Issue
7:00 p.m. Thurs. classes
7:00 - 9:20 p.m.
Evelyn F:nelish, secro-,:ii
and
!State College has been the site of grant. This is the fourth year that of the year. Any news to be
classes
8:30 Group
Ken Bone. historian,
1-, (May 31)
7:30 - 9:30 a
[ SJS(’ has held this institute. Fifty printed in lllll arrow’s newspainstitutes for four years.
-.8:30 Group I classes
10:00 12:20 a. m.
I Mathematics teachers on the students will participate in the per must he in the Spartan
1:30 Group 1 classes
1:00 - 3:20 p.m.
elementary, jUnior high, high program for six weeks.
Daily office hy I:30 p.m. ’oda,.
1:30 Group II classes
3:30’ 5:50 p.m.
4:30 Group I classes
7:00. 9:20 p.m.
9:30 Group II classes
on. (June 3)
7:30. 9:50 a.m.
a
9:30 Group 1 classes
10:00 - 12:20 a. m.
classes
II
Group
1230
Flowers
p.m.
and
canines
accented
the
1:00 - 3:20
12:30 Group 1 classes
5:50 p.m.
3:30
refreshment table in 11E1 Friday
7:00 p.m. Mon. classes
7:00. 9:20 p.m.
afternoon when three retiring fac10:30 Group I classes
TJus(June 4)
7:30. 9:50 a.m.
ulty members greeted faculty.
offers
10:30 Group 11 classes
1000. 12:20 am.
members and other guests honor- ’
classes
I
Group
3:30
1:00. 3:20 p.m.
ing them on their retirement.
3:30 Group II classes
3:30. 5:50 p.m.
Unable to attend the event were
7:00 p.m. Tues. classes
700 - 9:20 p.m.
four honorees, Miss Helen Bullock
classes
II
Group
11:30
Ned
who retired early this year, and is
7:30. 9:50 a
(June 5)
11:30 Group I classes
visiting in the East: Mrs. Jean E
10:00 12:20 a.m.
classes
II
2:30 Group
Lees, who has been on sick leave
1:00. 3:20 p.m.
classes
I
2:30 Group
Dr. Charles L. Suffield, who has
3:30’ 5:50 p.m.
of
classes
7:00 p.m. Wed.
been in a Los Angeles hospital rv.
700. 920 p.m.
covering
an
illness;
from
and
Wilclasses
I
7:30 Group
Thurs. (June 6)
7.30 - 9:50 a. m.
New Book Price
lard E. Schmidt.
7:30 Group II classes
10:00 - 12:20 a.m.
two-hour
exams
The
reception
wit,
makeup
Special &
:00. 3:20 p.m.
Plus
sponsored hy the Faculty Swim
Special & makeup exams
3:30. 5:50 p.m.
Committee,
Special & makeup exams
7:00. 9:20 p.m.
As:Os:ling Mrs Noreen Mitchell.
Group 1 classes meet daily, MWF, MTW, MWTh, MW, MF,
faculty social committee chairvv. F.
WF
...etv Miss Violet Thomas
professor of music, and Mrs. Gladys
Group
classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, TThF, MTThF,
EXTRA BONUS
MTV/Th, TWThF.
Vogelman, assistant professor of
- Pho.r. by Oct Chahberq
art, who poured. Also assistim
5:30 classes will have their finals at the last regular meeting of
Pooress, Mrs. Lydia Boothby, professor of muOpen Saturdays
were Miss Anna Lou 1.oze, assothe classes.
GATHERED around the refreshment table at
ciate professor of economics, and
sic and education; and William Poyfress, proFriday’s retirement reception honoring seven
All classes beginning on the hour will be tested with the classes
(SEE PAGES 2 & 7)
fessor of economics. Four of the severe were
Miss Catherine Wallace. associate
faculty members are (I to r.) Milton C. Lanyon,
borlinning the half hour before. An example is an 8 a.m. class tested
professor of health and hygiene.
unable to attend the Fr[clay afternoon event.
professor of art and education: Mrs. William
It 7:30 a.m.
Vol. 50
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Thrust and Parry

Deep Split
For Turkey
After Revolt
By PHIL NEWSONI
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Turkey. the United States’
friend and ally serving as anchor man for both the NATO
and CENTO alliances, went
through its second military revolt in little more than a year
this week.
As a revolt, it was a shortlived affair criickly crushed by
the forces loyal to President
Cemal Gursel.
But it did serve as a reminder
of the deep split which has existed within this important member of the Western alliance ever
since the execution of former
Premier Adnan Menderes on
Sept. 15, 1961.
On the one side are the ’’young
Turks" of the army who consider
that the government of Gursel
and aged Premier Ismet Inonu
has betrayed the revolution
which overthrew the 10-yearold Menderes regime.
On the other hand are Turkey’s
peasantry, who make up the
bulk of Turkey’s population and
remain loyal to Menderes, conservative businessmen and highranking but aging generals who
would eliminate those responsible for the 1960 revolution.

on

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters because of space limitations,
will bap limited to maximum of 300
words, preferably typiad nd doublespced. Ltiers scecl.ng this amount
ithior will not be printd or will in.
clitecl to conform to ’once!, Tits d
tto, also reserves the right to edit
letters to conform to sty!o and good
taste. Letters of prsonI attacks will
not b p-nted All letters must insignist..r and ASO
14 r
clud ft
number.

’Not All Political
Groups Now Liberal’

.
"1 HE

YOU Mi(aSkI Q111-1 .111E Oa) RAT RACE, TOO.’

Bridegrooms, Hark!
Listen to Experienced
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
United Press International
NEW YORK . UPI Here’s
help for the bridegrooms of to-

with
Max ghtilman

.4 .t’ or of "I Was a Teen-age Thearf","The Many
etc.)
Lofts of Dobie

TILL WE MEET AGAIN
With today’s installment I complete my ninth year of writing
columns in your college newspaper for the makers of Marlboro
Cigarettes. In view of the occasion, I hope I may be forgiven
if I get a little misty.
These nine years have passed like nine minutes. In fact,
I would not believe that so much time has gone by except that
I have my wife nearby as a handy reference. When I started
columning for Marlboros, she was a slip of a girlsupple as a
reed and fair as the sunrise. Today she is gnarled, lumpy, and
given to thing the postman. Still, I count myself lucky. Most
of my friends who were married at the same time have wives
silo chase cars all day. I myself have never had this trouble
and I attribute my good fortune to the fact that I have never
struck my wife with my hand. I have always used a folded

d T2re

371diirkiColurlli51

newspapereven throughout the prolonged newspaper strike
in New York. During this period I had the airmail edition of
the Manchester Guardian flown in daily from England. I noist
tionfes, however, that it was not entirely satisfactory. The airmail edition of the Guardian is printed on paper so light and
flimsy that it makes little or no impression when one -laps one’s
wife. Mine, in fact, thought it was some kind of game, and tore
several pairs of my trousers.
But I digress. I was saying what a pleasure it has been to
write this column for the last nine years for the makerMarlboro Cigarettesa fine group of men, as anyone who
sampled their wares would ,uspect. They are as mellow as the
aged tobaccos they blend. They are as pure as the white cellulose
filter they have devised. They are loyal, true, companionable,
and constant, and I have never for an instant wavered in my
belief that some day they will pay me for these hat nine years.
But working for the makers of Marlboro has not been the
greatest of my pleasures over the last nine years. The chief
satisfaction has been writing for youthe college population
of America. It is a rare and lucky columnist who can find an
audience AO full of intelligence and verve. I would like very
much to show my appreciation by asking you all over to my
house for M and oatmeal cookies, but there is no telling how
many of you my wife would bite.
For many of you this is the last year of college. This is especially true for seniorQ. To those I extend my heartfelt wishes
that you will find the world outside a happy valley. To juniors
I extend my heartfelt wishes that you will become seniors. To
sophomores I extend my heartfelt wishes that you will become
juniors. To freshmen I extend my heartfelt wishes that you will
become sophomores. To ’hose of you going on into graduate
school I extend my heartfelt wishes that you will marry money.
To all of you let Me say one thing: during the year I have
been frivolous and funny during the past yearpossibly less
often than I have imaginedhut the time has now some for
some serious talk. Whatever your status, whatever ,our plans,
I hope that -tweetss will attend your ventures.
r 1963 Mu airman
titay happy. Stay loose.

he makers of Marlhorn Cigarettes, conicas to more than
et feu nevi nue momenta during the nine gears we hare sponsored this uninhibited and uncensored column. R t in the
mom, ire linfe had fun and so. Ire hope. have goy. Let us
add our good wishes to Old Max’s: stay happy; stag loom,.

morrow who wonder what
thoughts will zig and zag through
the cranium when they utter
"I do."
For what’s likely to capture
their thoughts during that moment when bachelorhood is abandoned, United Press International asked bridegrooms of yesteryear two questions:
How long have you been
married?
What is your best recollection of what went through your
mind when you said "I do"?
Those surveyed have been
married from two to 41 years.
An analysis of the questionnaires
shows that initial enchantment
dims around the tenth year of
married life.
Some participants in the survey didn’t wear wedding bands.
It was necessary to ask, "are
you married?" Their comments,
as they spurned the questionnaire, included:
"No. But my wife is."
"I wish I wasn’t."
Typical recollections of the
bridegrooms:
"Oh, heck, I kept thinking.
How am I going to get the cat
out from under my feet." He said
"I do" at a home wedding where
even pets were invited.
"I don’t think I had a chance
to say ’I do’ loud enough for
even me to hear it. She had the
last and loudest word thenand
still has."
"I kept wondering if I’d get
a ticket," said the bridegroom
of 20 years. "I was doubleparked."
--"I thought of nothing at
all," said a husband of 15 years.
"I was too happy to thinkhappy about marrying the girl I
loved at the time."
"I just wished my knees
would quit knocking," said a
veteran of 10 years.
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Editor:
When I came to San Jose
State three years ago the campus political thought %vas dominated, as it was on most campuses, by liberalism. A political
discussion usually degenerated
into the question of which new
areas of life should our democratic government next invade.
The proponents of the welfare
state and international appeasement certainly reigned on the
campus. Occasionally a voice
was raised in protest but it was
silenced with cries of McCarthyite. reactionary or privileged
capitalist. TASC IToward An
Active? Student Community l.
Young Democrats, Roger Williams and ad hoc groups, merrily marched toward Utopia with
many a view to left, few to the
right, and none down to earth.
Unfortunately for this potpourri of statists. American
young people were stirring from
their hypnotic trance. They hesitated to turn the keys to their
future over to a "Big Brother"
not meant to be a reference to
our incumbered president) establishment. SAC was formed
to educate students in the heritage of our form of limited government. The organization presented many speakers on widely
varied topics so that the community would have a dissenting
view available.
The Young Republicans became more active and took a
part in presenting the traditional
Republican position of limited
government.
Although it cannot be said
that a vast number of students
consider themselves conservatives, or anything political for
that matter. San Jose State will
never again be a one-party, one viewpoint school.
I am proud to have been a
part of this effort and to have
worked with so many fine people.
I am sore that in the years

to follow, the exponents of limited government will continue to
raise a clear, honest voice of
reason in defense of the equality, ability. perserverance and
initiative of the individual.
P.S. Don’t topple Tower Hall!
Ron Rh-chard
ASD 11111

Prof Watson Asks
Revision of Policy
Editor:
fiats off to William Mandel,
assisted by TASC and Professors
Norton and Smith, for one of
the more intellectually stimulating discussions of the year. Although Dr. Norton performed
his task admirably, should not
his invitation have come from
TASC rather than from a college administration seeking to
implement a policy which artifically insists upon opposition
to controversial topics and
speakers in all circumstances’
And, more importantly,
shouldn’t the college always
place the student’s right to hear
and judge above scattered opposition and pressure tactics by
individuals and groups?
Surely a revision and overhaul of the college outside speaker policy should have top priority for early Faculty Council
consideration,

the ideas they believe in. that
mere administrators should arrogate to themselves the authority to censor the content of
student -sponsored functions.
This meeting has not set a
precedent of compliance with
what is a bad policy.. We assume
that in the future TASC speakers--and all speakerswill appear in the format planned by
their student sponsors. If controversy develops, we hope that
it will be an open, freely debated controversy, and that it will
not again be one generated by
the vest-pocket agitation of
phone-booth busybodies in combination with administrt tive
timidity.
Roger W. Davis
TASC Program Coordinator
Asti %10E)
Rill Sumner
TASC Treasurer
ASH Al31478

An Open Letter
To Dr. Dusel
Editor:
This is an open letter to Vice
President Dusel.
Dear Sir:
The leader of the local chap- --

James E. Watson
Assistant Professor of
Political Science

TASC Statement
On Mandel Speech
Editor:
TASC held the Mandel meeting in the form insisted on by
Vice President Dusel under protest. We accept neither the administration’s definition of controversial nor its rude and irresponsible assumption of the right
to appoint speakers for student
organizations.
Nevertheless, we admitted the
administration its pacifier: we
only regret that Professor Norton should have been placed in
so embarrassing a position by
an administration cowed by a
few phone calls. We proceeded
with the meeting, as scheduled,
in the interest of allowing as
many students as possible to
have the opportunity to ponder
what it means to them, to the
erganizations thc
belong
to

ter of the John Birch Swim!,
is boasting that his organi?.,.
tion way: instrumental in cos.
vincing you that a TASC-spors
sored speech by William Mandel
would be too controversial to he
presented without rebuttal. No
doubt, the barrage of telephone
calls protesting Mandel’s uppearance was Instigated by the
Birch Society.
But do you see, sir, no danger
in allowing an organize t ion
whose national leader considers
President Eisenhower an agem
of the Communist conspiracy to
determine what is "controversial" and what is not?
Unless some objective st:ind.
ards of "controversial" are e
lished, your policy of inthat both sides to "contrm. ,
issues be presented is
Prohibiting a speaker to
cupy a podium alone insults K.
integrity and casts his remark.
in a light of suspicion. Beeau,..
administrators at the
city of Wyoming followed
icy of yielding to the de:L ss,
of the fanatical right their oun
U.S. Senator, Frank McGee, hii.
been deemed too "controversial
to speak on that campus!
Gerald II .ins.en

STUDENTS
WAIT!

DON’T
VACATION
(without calling us)
We store, crate, or ship anything anywhere.
Arrange for inexpensive end of term pick-up and
delivery service now by calling us today.

Bekins World Wide Moving and Storage

Call Immediately
CH 3-7500

Not one, not two, but
eight stores buy your texts
at
CAL BOOK
(LOCATED IN 3 WESTERN STATES)
WHICH MEANS

Books that are rejected at other bookstores
will get top prices if they are in use elsewhere in the United States.
50% of New Book Price
Plus
10% Extra Bonus
FREE
PARKING

FINALS
MAY 29 - JUNE 6

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 S. SAN FERNANDO
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Local Art Festivals Bust Out as Spring
Descends; College Art No Exception
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Sidewalk exhibit(aides and gaiter!. .,!; are blessgnaw like aiming plants with
culurtul new art features The
college, no exception, t akes advantage of this season when
spring and summer ulnioNt melt
together to plan a treat tor the
eyes.
The variety of available sights
ranges from rug hooking to
sculpture, and cooled or shaded
areas are where the art viewer
can whet his appetite.
The theme of a sidewalk exhibit by 20 Willow Glen artists,
to be held June 8 and 9, is "Art
In Our Alley." To he located in
the 1600 block of Fairlawn Aveflue, the display will be patterned
after wen -known stns.( fairs regularly held in New Orleans, New
York and Chicago.
The Willow Glen event will
feature art -in -action: stitchery,
painting. rug hooking, photography, sculpture and a children’s
booth.
Exhibit hours will be from 1
to 8:30 p.m. each day, according
to the Fairglen Art Association,
sponsors of the event.
An added feature will be classical guitar interludes.

,,1, to accone,elate the "Art
ror at Valley 1. ’,le beginning
June 13 through lb.
The art fair will encompa.ss
arts and crafts in oil painting,
water colors, ceramic, photography, weaving, sculpture, mosaic
anti jewelry. Cash awards are
being furnished by the Valley
Fair Merchants Association.
The fair is located at the Re.
gional Shopping Center on Ste.
veils Creek Boulevarti.
*
*
*
A competitive showing of student art work is now on display
in the college art gallery from
9 to 4 each day. The vivid exhibit contains collages, drawings,
welded metal, cast bronze, print -

*
*
*
Special malls in Valley Fair
Center
have
been set
Shopping

Gospel Concert
At Civic May 28
Gospel mos., a al return to
the San Jos(’ I Vie Auditorium
on Tuesday night, May 28 at
8 p.m. when four quartets will
be presented in a concert of
spirituals. Headlining the program will be the nationally
known Weatherford quartet
from Akron, Ohio; Warner
Brothers’ Oak Ridge quartet
from Nashville, Tenn.; the Golden State quartet from Long
Beach, and San Jose’s Sons of
the King quartet.
This forthcoming West Coast
tour will be a homecoming for
the Weatherford quartet, well
known RCA -Victor recording
group who actually originated
in Long Beach some ten years
ago and have since skyrocketed
to fame in the realm of spiritual
music in the East. They appear
daily on their own television
program which originates from
Cle%eland, Ohio, as du the Oak
Ridge quartet.
;ettioWaiWoWSWee,,,,,,,,t
55

14951
COW-eg,__e

111Avt.
For college seniors and grads
... Guaranteed by a top
Company
No war clause
. . . Exclusive benefits at
special rates
...Deposits deferred until
’you are out of 5chool

Fidelity Union Life
..Insurance Company
Representatives
Jock Mt Peacock
Ken Boosey
0
Jim Horget
I0150
1: 3396 SteYens Creell CH

ANY RESEMBLANCE? Of course not, an artist doesn’t necessarily get that involved in his work. The students, in the background (I. to r.), are Douglas Vogel and David Young, prize winners in the Student Art Exhibit at the college art gallery.

Graduate Student Gets
Carried Away by Drama
1:) .1 NI.. 1-11151
Nov -1,10
Hawaii. Japan,
Forn a
Guam, The Philippines,
and sit er south sea islands.
Carole Warren, graduate student in speech and drama, will
visit all these places this summer as a guest artist in "Showtime on Broadway," a musical
revue to be presented to American servicemen overseas as part
of the United Service Organization program.
Carole, who graduated with a
B.A. degree in speech and drama
last June. will receive her general secondary credential his is
spring. After t, e tour she hopes
M teach in San Francisco. She
would prefer to teach drama to
high school juniors and seniors,
-he said, but would also like to
teach speech, journalism, or English.
"Showtime on Broadway" is
a local group of 18 young men
and women. They are singers and
dancers who will be doing numGeri from current Broadway
shows and old hits, Carole said.
Among the shows from which
numbers are to be taken are
"Gypsy," "Bye-Bye Birdie,"
"Oklahoma." "The Music Man,"
-Wildcat," and "Oliver." Besides
the performers the group has a
Imsiness manager, a technician,
and ri director - - George Costa
Santa Clara. He and Carole
recently appeared in the San
Jose Light Opera production of
"West Side Story."
The tour will last nine weeks.
I a ole said. This includes seven
lice days" in Japan. "Other
Than that we will be pretty

§Prinfr:SW00 crloiTi"
TROPICAIRE
Et’ i’ailekt
DRIVE-IN
Tein-Vue Driee-l

"PARANOIAC"
"BLOOD VAMPIRE"
"MOMY"
Y 7
TOW N Et1010
1433 Tke Alameda
-SUNDAYS AND CYBELE"
Students $I 00

ii,ARATOGA
14502 RIg Balla Way
"DAVID AND LISA"
St.:beds $1.00

[ffmaim
COO South first $I
Better then panty rid
"HER BIKINI NEVER GOT WET"
end
"GIRLS AT SEA"

meemels

maltase media
watercolor
and oil paint ihe
Howard
senior art
major, look
honors at the
exhibit whittling a $100 IBM Purchase Award and $25 from the
Lone Advertisine Agency Award
Mr excellence with his oil painting, "Untitled, No. 17." First,
second, third and honorable mention awards were given in the
areas of painting, graphics and
sculpture.
Thus is the first competitive
show the art department has
ever held hut is the second exhibit of student work this year.
The spring show was judged by
Alfred Frankenstein of the San
Francisco Chronicle,

north screen
"GUNFIGHT
AT O.K. CORRAL"
"LAST TRAIN TO GUN HILL"
south screen
"TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD"
’40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE"

IS T U El Ij H

closely watched," she said; "most
of the kids are just out of high
school."
While in Japan Carole wants
"most of all to see the Kabuki
Theater with its traditional and

CAROLE WARREN
... drama takes you places
ceremonial makeup." She also
wants to buy raw Japanese silk
and plaids imported from Scotland. "They’re cheaper ()ear
there, believe it or not, and just
beautiful," she commented.
The group will leave from
Travis Air Force Base July 20
and tour until Sept. 20. They
will fly to the military bases at
which they will perform.
RETIREE INSURANCE
NEW YORK I UPIt A sharp
increase has been reported in
the trend in group health insurance policies to provide workers with coverage after retirement.
The Health Insurance Institute
reports that in group policies
written last year by insurance
....mpanies, four of every five
workers had the right to retain
their coverage on retiring. The
year before, two of three workcrs had this right. In 1959, the
i.i.mortion was little more than
Ii If.

"LAST TRAIN TO GUN MILL"
Anthony Quinn
Kirk Douglas

SPARTAN DAILY -3

Book Ban Increase
Oregon Librarian
By JAMES TuALE
tinted Prato laterrustion.,I

POINTING WITH PRIDE is Howard Ikemoto, grand prize winner
of the Student Art Exhibit at the college an gallery. Looking on
is his instructor, John V. DeVincenzi, professor of art. lkemoto’s
oil is untitled.

U.S., Nigerian
Schools Differ
By GAVLE EltAS311. s
Do you still eat human beings? Do you live in treetops?
If you were a Nigerian student
at San Jaw State, these are
questions you might occasionally
be asked. And Efiok Akpan, a
sophomore civil engineering student from Eastern Nigeria, is
just likely to answer, "Yes, we
do."
Efiok feels that these questions are Indicative of the distorted views the Americans have
of Africa. "They do not realize
how Africa has developed in recent years," he said.
In comparing San Jose State
to a Nigerian campus, Efiok concludes that the state college
needs variation. "The buildings
are good, but the campus lacks
vegetation and it is bare to me,"
explained Efiok. Palms, banana
trees, bougainvillea and flowering shrubs surround the Nigerian
campus.
"A university in Nigeria is
likely to be twice the size of
this campus," Efiok commented.
"However, it would only contain
about 1500 students."
Another difference Efiok has
found between the SJS campus
and a Nigerian one is that of
attendance. At San Jose State
a student may drop out of college one year and return the
next. In Nigeria, a student must
attend college for four years
straight in order to obtain a degree.
Family ties are much stronger

’Marilyn’ on Film,
Life High Points
Starting from ’52
Us VERNON SCOTT
UPI 11011ood C orrespontlent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI
In a
month or so movie-goers %,k ill see
"Marilyn," a picture composed
of the high points of Marilyn
Monroe films dating back to
1952 when she was a chorus girl.
Narrated by Rock Hudson
who never made a movie with
the late star the film is unique
in almost all respects.
The picture is neither maudlin
nor steeped in sadness. Rather,
it is a simple tribute to the
blonde glamor girl who died last
year of an overdose of drugs.
Her death is not mentioned.
In color black -and -white, narow screen and cinemascope,
"Marilyn" traces MM’s career
rather than her private life. In
fact, no mention is made of her
marriage s, divorces nor the
tragedies she encounters offscreen.
Audiences will see her growth
as an actress and as a comedienne as her roles grow from bit
parts to full-fledged stardom.

in Nigeria, Efiok related. "In the
U.S. a child can decide. to leave
his parents, but this does not
happen often in Nigeria."
On the subJect of I-alines.
Efiok went to great lengths to
explain the Nigerian party system. "Nigeria is almost alone in
sustaining a party system," he
said. "There are two parties in
the federation of Nigeria the
government party and the opposition. The government party is
a coalition of two political parties, and the opposition is cost
posed of several parties."
Efiok, a member of the San
Jose State soccer team, is uncertain as to what he will do
upon returning to Nigeria. "My
profession is not actually determined," he explained. "Since my
stress has been in engineering
materials, the best way I might
help my nation is to teach engin-

one
baEnnJngENinE,
UG
(e
):fO Urrnoi-ciir lnut;:r
is increasing in the United
States, according to a librarian
at the University of Oregon.
Social Science Librarian Robert Lockard said local authorities, on political or quasi-moral
grounds, are banning, and occasionally burning, reading matter, frequently on the strength
of a single complaint.
The university has been e,hibiting books that are banned
or have been banned or hurnr-1
at some time in various parts ea
the world. The list is enormom
But what is surprising, sm.!
Lockard, is that many work currently regarded as classics
and authors considered great
are on the list as having beet,
banned in this country. Lockard
said nowhere in the world is
there a more inconsistent censorship than in the United
States, where freedom presumably is basic.
Lockard said there are many
reasons why local officials try
to suppress books. They range

«
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STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
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ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

’lilted Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
vi
DIsTRIBUTORS
CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN CARLOS

Foothill College Aud.
Los Altos Hills

FOLK
SINGERS
"New Lost City Ramblers"
May 29th, 8:1S p.m.
Tickets on sale at:

House of Records
Corner 3rd & San Fernando
Cost of Tickets depending on seats
S2.00 $2.50 $3.00

p.tct urei

... of superb quality
Your graduation picture should be one of lasting value
and distinctiveness. Such a photograph can be yours if
taken at Butera Studios ...

Where Photography is an Art.
ti

11. ST1 DE\ I R 41

We can furnish a cap and gown.
CI
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5-5050

38 So. 2rit1 St.
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* Relax Before Finals
MONDAY:
Jerry Snyder and the Back -room Boys
TUESDAY:
Billy Starr end the Gashouse All -Stars
WEDNESDAY:
Dance to the music of Jay Kenney’s
10-Piece Ballroom Orchestra
THURSDAY:
Jim Polla ck and his Banjo Kings
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, & SUNDAY:
Billy Starr and the Gashouse All -Stars
CHICAGO STYLE PIZZA AND REFRESHMENTS:

3830 STF\FNS CREEK BLVD.

243-6000

IfYn IY7.v‘f‘fnM2MIT=6

0 BERKELEY AUDITORIUM
ALLSTON WAY
BERKELEY

PRESENTS A GREAT ’63 SEASON OF ELEVEN BROADWAY HITS!
June 18 thru Sept. 1
HOLLYWOOD-BROADWAY-TV
PERSON!
IN
ON STAGE!

STARS’
FULL ORCHESTRA! LAVISH COSTUMES! CASTS DIRECT FROM BROADWAY’

GINGER
ROGERS
’UNSINKABLE
MOLLY BROWN’
JUNE 25 THRU 30

POTiTON

RAYMOND
BURR

ANN
BLYTH

WV it
a

’ANNIVERSARY
WALTZ’

’BYE BYE

’CARNIVAL’

BIRDIE’

AUG 20 THRU 25 ‘‘
r,

JULY 16 THRU 21

CARLA ALBERGHETTI
VAST SIDE STORY’

AUG 6 THRU 11

JANET
BLAIR

’MISTER ROBERTS’

’SOUTH
PACIFIC’

’OKLAHOMA’

’SHOWBOAT’
AUG! 13 HIRII 18

Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

from the moral and p.,litical to
the fear that guartzt,1
may become a CUllillion commodity.
This year, in Pendleton, Ore.,
Aldos Huxley’s "Brave New
World" and John Steinbeck’s
East of Eden" were taken from
the reading list of a high school
because a religious group oh-

on
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396 South Pled
"GUNFIGHT
AT O.K. CORRAL"
Burt lancastr
Kirk Douglm

Monday, May 27, 1961

AUG.

27

THRU SEPT. 1
JULY 2 THRU 7

PRICES $1.00 to $2.95 TOP!
SUBSCRIBE NOW! SAVE 20%
Full season subscription
(11 shows) $8.80 $11.00
$17.60 and $26.00
Also ask about Spacial
First Nighter Club, Savo 30%

PHONE TM 11781

BOXOFFICE NOW OPEN!
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED!
Ben Kapen’s Melodyland
Box 1288 Berkeley
Enclose check or money order
and stamped envelop&
Tickets also available at
ereutters Roxoffices.
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awash
buckling historical drama. "The
Scarlet Blade, has gone into production here at Bray Studios for
Columbia release. The picture is
set in Britain in the 17th Century
and concerns Cromwell’s efforts
to wipe out resistance.

Fastest -Growing Metropolis
Girds for 17 Million People

Bakmas
Flower
Shop

the
tEDITOR S NOTE: Whet
nation’s fastest -growing metropolis b.
Eke in 19107 Southern Californi which
hes gone from orange groves to four level freeways in 40 years will continue its phenornisnal surge the Imparts
say. Following is the first of two dispatches on the area growth and the
resultant problems and solutions.)

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occsions
101h

Sent. Clara

John
Olejnik*
says...

113 PAUL COIWOICAN
United Press International
LOS ANGELES I UPI I--Southern California sometimes is regarded as a state of mind between
Disneyland and Sunset Boulevard.
It often is ridiculed east --and
,smetimes west --of the Hudson
River and looked on with cautious
awe by wide-eyed Europeans and
Asians. It is admired openly by
peddlers of everything from soap
to guaranteed health cures and.

Evn If you can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more Insurance
later on ... with College Life’s
famous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men. Call me today and
explain how and why. No obligation, of course.,)

*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1337
ref:if eseni,-g
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
... the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men

Student
Bowling
35c a line after 6 p.m.
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week

Women

Nuclear Research Tool
Aids in Cancer Battle

TRY our

STEAK

C/ lR ’AGO i UPI 1 The first men need 613i 3p equipment pert..,i,
on the moon will dig themselses
we need a poster plan’
a holeto protect them from rahe said. "I assume a nuclear
diat ion.
which is capable of tun,.
Then, after colonizing the sat- actor
out a megawatt of power.
eaite, they win have a soild base
trom which to dig raw materials. I "All these processes are aiir
build "balloon" houses under- our grasp . .." he said. "I helm. ..
, ground. and begin exploration uf that this sort or enterprise wo.
have an enormous total pumw!
the reaches of space.
These predictions were made hy ’ terms of our ability to exp..
success on the moon
.
Dr. Bernard I. Spinrad, director early
spioniurei on f sum there"pokeat,*s;m
i of Argonne National Laboratory’s anil
Los Angeles, a sleepy Mexican Southern California region will , Reactor Engineering Division.
occasionally, is praised as a nice
on "Nuclear Aspects of Space
Pueblo little more than a century continue to grow "substantiallyl Why colonize the moon first?
place to live.
Studies" at the University of Ch..
By 1980--however you look at it ago, is the hub. It had 5.992,000 faster than the rest of the nation."1 "The moon is an appropriate
cage,.
- Southern California figures to residents within the counts limits ’ T his rapid growth would au .1 e halfway house between the earth
be bigger than any single state ex- in 1960, and should grow to the other southern California-land further exploration," he
cept New York and, of couise. 9.365,000 by 1980. Sometime about counties -- Santa Barbara, Yen
-First, as our nearest neighl, :
:California. Seventeen million of the then, the city of Los Anaeles will tura. San Bernardino ’the nation’s
in the solar system, the moon is
largest in area,. Riverside, Imperstate’s anticipated 27 million resi- hit the 4 million maik.
a relatively easy shot.
!tat and San Luis Obispo.
dents will live in the nine counTWO MILLION
"Second. it is a good rendezt,
of
center
as
the
Angeles.
Los
ties which make up what has come
Adjoining Orange C.unty had
to be identified as the Southern 682.400 in 1960. but shraild rocket Southern California. is beset by target."
He said establishment of a M. ,
third -largest
California metropolis.
to 2 million by 1980. San Diego all the problems. The
This mixture of movie stars and figures to grow to 1.83O.(00 in city of the nation is surrounded base might resemble a squad
farm workers, missile engineers 1980 against 1.020.000 in 1960, de- and cecassionally infilttated by foot soldiers digging into ma
some other Incorpora led cities position.
and grocery clerks, will need al- spite some economic problems.
-Approximately 10 feet ot 1.
most 10 million autos and buses
The men who juggle figures and within the county.
and will cleate a gross regional come up with little more than
rock will provide essentially
NEED TRANSIT PLAN
against radii’
product estimated at $80 billion by guesswork, and the analysts who
Traffic experts figure the city same protection
by me.,,
1980.
take into consideration all avail- will face its greatest crisis in an - that we have on earth
The growth will create problems able economic and historic data other two decades unless a mass of our atmosphere." he said
only dreamed of before in an area come pretty close togethe: in pre- rapid transit plan is devised to the spacemen would each
where there ohs ays has been dieting what to expect in Southern take the load off freeways. "Some themselves a hole.
The next step, he said, wo
enough space to build an extra California in another 18 to 20 day, everyone is going to stall to
r,,.
room on the 30-year mortgage years.
I work in their own cars and just be to build an underground
"balloon."
house, plant a garden or add anThe federal and state govern- I find there is no place to move-- lined with a plastic
other garage for the second car. ments show no inclination to chal- they’ll just stand bumper-to-bumpOther "balloon" rooms und- The tide is in, and the neus
Or a third, for that matter.
lenge the forecast for Southern , er on the freeway." said one of- ground would include facilitica
Is out.’ With the sun and th,
VARIANCE IN CLIMATE
California in 1960.
ficial in a forecast of what might a minature "Noah’s Ark" to
,u en season just arm
The Southern California coast -I But there are "ifs" to the rosy I happen without rapid transit.
I vide a variety of focal and a %Ka.. :
t e got an arrav
line is some 250 miles long and picture. They include basic asJ.ia
I usher’ out from supply, he said.
,martest
the northern "boundary"- .across! sumptions that:
c,.
the central city and distributed a
Spinrad said the
m
en,
II 1 1 \ dimil
the fat belly of California from j
There will be no great colas- mass of subdivisions that covered
1,7 flitifrireti
Marro Bay to Las Vegas- .extends
trophe during the next 20 years. the surrounding San Fernando and
ti hile selection m,
some 300 miles. There is a variThere will Ise no upheaval in San Gabriel Valltys. Houses were
t.
mee in climate within the area - or political action, nor deep built into and on mountains, some
social
--,unded on the south by the Mexoff their foundaof them slid r
and prolonged depression.
harmon
.... border. The coastal and imPerry
--That Southern California will tions in he,’’’- . im, or constantly
mediate inland areas are temperla
aiaer.
beset
I
with
community
be able to keep up
Approved
are.
mountains
high
the
but
NEW ADDRESS
problems such as congestion. , A grim:,rk of elementary
often sub-freezing, and the deserts
Residence Hall for Girls
185 So. Ist St.
transportation water supply and and high schisds was forced to
well over 100 degtees. Only a
1 mushroom for post World War II
smog.
relatively --- j
handful of persons
Fell space available
migration to Cali- babies. UCLA and University of
continued
A
occupies the land where living con- I
See Mary Pr ce
286-4680
fornia at a substantial, although ’ Southern California as well as
dition.s are ext. Hoe.
345 E
level. This would be other campuses expanded rapidly.
not
record
As a result, the heaviest concen297 6751
water. smog.
coupled with a high birth rate and ! The problems
tration of growth has been in three
decline in the highways, jobs, housing and edufurther
a
slight
aiiinties -Los Angeles. Orange and
cation - - don’t seem to have any
death rate.
-,an Diego. All have mild climates.
’effect on the march of people to
WILL GROW FASTER
.,,ellent port and harbor facilities.
’California. And oranges, palm
rainfall, almost unlimited fly- j Dr. Robert R. Dockson, Dean of trees, warm weather and somerr..; conditions and proximity to. the Graduate School of Business times even "glamour" offered by
for
’major military bases and ilefen.se Administration at the University i a different pare of living still lure
of Southern California, believes, hundred.;ants.
thousands of new-

Summer Work

3 lines $1 anytime

$1.35

DOWNTOWN
BOWL
375 W Santa Clem, St.

CV 4-7100

STANFORD. Calif. I UPI I A,
-aided-down version of a machine’
.--ed in nuclear research has turned
.t to be a valuable tool in the
,itle against cancer.
:after sesen years of hospital
and treatment of 1,500 patients. Stanford University’s medical linear accelerator has gone
into commercial production by the
Palo Alto electronics firm of Varian Associates.
Tao commercial models worth
S150.000 each are in service at
the Stanford Medical Center and
the University of California Medical Center at Los Angeles
For patients afflicted with certain types of cancer, the medical
accelerator can mean more effective and more comfortable radiation treatment than that provided
by older methods.
It has led to "real advances" in
the treatment of several forms of
cancer, according to Dr. Henry S
Kaplan. executive head of the department of radiology at the Stan.
ford School of Medicine.
Its 6-million-ed,,r-’,/lt
voltage X-ray
eertam

are difficult or impossible to remove by surgery.
It also reduces the skin reactions. nausea and loss of app’
caused by conventional radi.,
treatment.
Kaplan said the most signif.improvement in results to 0 a have been in treating cancers
the bladder, prostate, tongue
throat and sinuses and rnalignan,
tumors of the lymphoid tissues.
However, he said, the accelerator is not necessarily suitable fry
treatment of all types of cancer
and thus Stanford accepts patient,
only on referral from their own
physicians.
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NOW
(opposite Library)

SWAStPrIl
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.adrooc

(just off San Carlos)
a

If you have had previous office experience you can work
on temporary assignments for Manpower Inc. during this coming
summer in the
offices of our customers on the Peninsua
wherever convenient.

No Fees Charged
We pay YOU
and weekly!!

Spvcial Study’’, RatYs

3 mos.
1 .!:

We especially need competent and experienced typists
and secretaries, but we also get calls for many other categories
of office work. (Without a car, your opportunities will be more
limited than if you have transportation.)
We suggest that as soon as possible (either now or as soon
as school is out) you register with one of the Peninsula offices
listed below. You’ll love those weekly paychecks!
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OUR "RENT
OWN PLAN"
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2858 Stevans Creek Blvd., San Jose
800 San Antonio Ave., Palo Alto
1815 El Cami,o Real, Burlingame

11.11Mtiffiliree4eFIUSINESS MACHIN
AND OFFICE 110’llIPMENT

Third 8, San Fernando

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S
TACOS
\I ’Vico% tone of our itu,,iit 1110+1

product-

1- soar neltise Ildrobtirger. l’reliared fresh

. . %shell

11111

,irtle.r it.

I. grrat

sit itigredicill- ,141,1 tip
in and find out for

totir.elf.

DELUXE HAMBURGER
14
pound ground beef
mayonnaise
lettuce

f

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

330 10th St

(Students 8 Teachers)

( 1,1

TYPEWRITER

"WORK
OF
ART"

50% plus 10% bonus
Roberts Book Stores

I,

RENT A

330 South 10th St.
Sell Those
Used Texts!

t,..

1. r11.,.-..

One Aay cervice

OUR SECOND STORE AT

On 4th Street

Moon Colonist Will Burrow
Under Surface for Protection

Pei.

Boom on the Coast

’The Scarlet Blade’

CV 2-0462
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Art Cleaners
315 1. Seats Clara

293-1030

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James
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-The future is
purchased by
the present

EDITOR’S NOTE. This a thia last in
thre-per4 series of article on racial
discrimination in sports.

you 1{11!ph
1,11I if you want to
wash the dishes, that’s rill right."
Felipe said that "we know our
way around the cities now, espe; malty Houston. Now we know what
places to go and eat.
wtit’n,’d my hint her
also,
alma"
the imuule 4Matty, also with the
!Gianifi/ before he came to the
United States so he would know
what to (Nit et."

(Continued f
Friday’s Daily
Harry
raft Houston Colts
numager, said that the Negro
uere aeeepted very
wen; !is the Tevaa city
"S
of the most popular play.
Pr,. are Negroes," Insisted Craft.
As entertameis sure, But Craft
didn’t say anything about how the
players are treated off the f.eld.
[tanks. commenting On Houston,
said,
the
-We Played
first sems
, against the Colts in Houston last
year. I was quite surprimal in the
reception we received down there.
"I think I got my greatest thrill .
playing in Houston because that
day I saw mare than 20,000 Negrol1
fans in the stands."

Samuel Johnsen

I bd..;
e vi.
I be.
SC

mposiuni
f Spat,
V of C.

We’d like to add to Dr. Johnson’s thought: And the present
is NOW.
Starting to plan your financial
future while you’re young and
still in college is a wise decision. And the life insurance
program that you begin now
could turn out to be the most
valuable part of that financial
planning.
Our Campus office specializes
in planning life insurance programs for college men and
women. For full information
about the benefits of getting
a head start, stop by or telephone.

BEN REICHMUTH
210 No

Color Barrier Uinversal

4th

Felirw Alms, Son Francisco
ants, pointed tint to me that he
ran into two evamples of discrimination in the pit !tt
years. Ilaust year In Winston, he
salt!, "Orlando ICepetla, also a
Dominican Republican player for
the Giants) was turned away
from a show,
"Two years ago in Pittsburgh.
we I DR ballplayers’ went into a
iestaurant to eat and the ritlY
said ’we don’t have anything for
_
scianisfinauutuzizaw--1

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50‘

San Jose

CY 7-5707

PROVI ENT

1.11-E

1\1111-UAI

0.,,

{3.

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
(s.t.. San 11
exclucnd)
nun
10TH & TWAY ROAD

ifieffiftlf2rectrtpayrez

Cal-Hawaiians Top Eigma Alpha Epsilon,
DU Beats SAE No. 2 in Softball Finals

they hold their annual springl
training camps before the regular
The
,,f
,
Ibog
I,,,:,, ,,n to 11044,0 SAL Nil 2
I
,1
1,4
4,11
season.
Triining
usually
lasts pitch title and Delta Upsilon an1)11 seorcd three times in the in the slow-pitch finals. Doti NI.
le
about
months.
grid if DC was the outstanding Oa.,
!flexed the slow -pitch crown Thur.,- bottom of the first Main
and Cos imams pointed
day in the intramural sof tbrdl
ant ...Mir
th, Olowt,ten, the
closers face and inipros emeriti.
Independent champion the (7alwhich base resulted in Florida.
Hawaiians topped fraternity champ
White staled bluntly.

OFFICE JOBS!

is trying to protect an image of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 10-0 in the
, a liberal state hut they haven’t first game of it twin -bill, and ram,.
Nou for the big problemthe
impioved
players run back to win the second
at all. Ball
.
ts
et
noc
South.
into the Sart* problems that the 2.1
In 1952, Palace, at the time a average Negro citizen in the South
Pitcher Steve Kievan was the
manager for a mime league team ’ has, so there has been no Avarua.- ’
in Kinston. North Carolina, point. ment, in my mind, in the state, hero for the winners. Otani; the
ed out how Negroes played in of Florida as far as integration is I distance in both ganws, Kievan
this city for the first time.
concerned."
threw a no-hit, no-run game in
Ile said that fans came out to
The Chleago White So % bought
the opener, and a three-hitter in
the games Just to ridicule the playtheir own hotel in the late ’50,, the second game. From the third
ers, calling them everything from
so the team could SW together.
inning on in the sevond game. Kn"niggers to alligator bait."
Other telitn, had tit split up their
een WILS playing on a ha dl
"One day, for example," uttered
WI, It e and Negro players in
Papke, "I went (Wel and put my
sprained ankle.
sleeping quarters.
arm over my third baseman’s
Hitting heroes for the winners
Wes Covington has had spring
shoulder and gave him a couple
In the first rimiest were Mike
training
in
Fliwida
the
last
eight
of lips. Fans began voicing deBock, Emy I Bests:web Iton Mcyears end has claimed his resifamatory remarks like dirty Papke,
Bride and terry Hughes, each
dency in St. Petersburg for thr
who’s your cousin? Hey nigger
with two hits. One id liork’s hits
past half decade.
lover. Hey Papke, do you go to
run.
was a h
When Covington played with
bed with him?’ At that time I
In the second game. Pat lit Milwaukee four years ago, he
blew up and yelled back at the
trained in Bravington where the gen sacrificed Ray Greggans Ia
hary fans: I’d go to bed with him
players had segregated sleeping with the winning run in the botbefore I’d go to bed with any of
tom of the fifth inning It was
quarters.
v,a1
damned flakiest!
.
the second all-colleg, ’,tie of fltt
"Hotels will accept the Ne"The third baseman told me
whi,
groes’ money now, but won’t let year for the Cal -flay.
41 f ter
the game that I’d better
him eat In dining rooms or things
myself or the Ian’, pro!,
of this nature."
would take me out and
The Phillie ballplayer insisted
lynch me."
that he had no trouble living in Si
Tony Taylor. Philadelphia Phil Petersburg during the off season.
lies, came to Texas City from Cuba
Ile summed it up this way: "Intelto play minor league ball in 195’1.
ligent people anywhere "an main Flowers You’d
Ho didn’t know anything about ,
tain their honor. Education is a
Love to Give
racial diserimination and prejuhie factor in the whole picture.
For Coaduat.on
dices until he reaclual Texas, then
Negroes in the South have to be
Iii" found out.
CY 6-5976
rhicated to the fact and white
e :is the only colored ball- people
in the South have to accept
er in the Evansville league She educated Ne g u’ns when he
;;.;outhern minor league) and it ,peaks
mind
with some thought
Story and Whde Rds
was miserable," elabotated Taylor. and has a good idea."
"I had to stay in a private house
i.t
As you can sec by what many
.ind I could hardly find anything the ball playets have to say, there
1,, eat.
could even get hold have
uleNbzn sany improvements for
of a sandwich, that was something,
Negro since
ince Robinson broke

,,,1101
abb

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
Restaurant
Fountain
7th & Santa Clara, San Jose

work
ming
’,urea

TOUR MEXICO
$275
(Everthing included)
17, EV:II:UM, I/1

Mexico Summer Fiesta

YRisis
gores
niOr
Soon
ffices

Tozer) Silversmiths
Aztec Ruins
Bull Fights
Food
Excellent
Gondolas
Surfs of Acapulco
s’;;plentlirl Scenery
And many other awe-inspiring sites.
Truly the most excellently planned 15.dny tour erer devised. faamormis/y sophistocated as you never dreamed
Ilevico could be.

CALL CY 3-1031
Nip

t -m travel agency

....77)0 NORTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

"THE INQUIRY OF
TRUTH, WHICH IS
THE LOVE -MAKING,
OR WOOING OF IT,
THE KNOWLEDGE
OF TRUTH, WHICH IS
THE PRESENCE OF
IT, AND THE BELIEF
OF TRUTH, WHICH IS
THE ENJOYING OF IT,
IS THE SOVEREIGN
GOOD OF HUMAN
NATURE."

Still at 372 So. 1st (entire 2nd floor) San Jose

HOUSE OF RECORDS

HUGE RECORD
SALE
Reductions on all labels
f Dr SJS students

THIS WEEK ONLY!

FOLK
JAZZ
CLASSICAL

4tuististom.
WHERE’S CHARi3E?

’At ;au- Innl I had as much as
Ire I needed Sit for trans I iSa ti liaek to Cuba. If I would
ha)! the S95. I would have
orne hack to Cuba."
Tony said he came back to Texas
te play for Dallas in 1957 and
things improved a great deal for.
he Negri m since 1954,
11; Itinrsd ;dung wnn 1191 Win"’
in Virginia in 1955. Taylor said he
didn’t hiee :my trieble in l’irginia
"because newi I knew my place."
But ir was diffeient for White..
He explained, "I was a fresh kid
of lk from Ohio and I didn’t know
’,bout the problems in the South.
’
r’ven though I had a good year
the bat, at the time 1 still
,
slid
I was PlaYing. S(’MeN"ere
Altai na signed to a etintract
try the Giant% and sent to a farm
club in the Evansville lagoine in
Louisiana. Felipe, not knowing
what he was getting into, blamed
the (ii,, ruts’ organization for not
of the racial probwarning I ’
lem In the Smith.

the color barrier in

EP’

MI Labels
Folkway ... Vanguard ... Prestige
Atlaniic .

Electra ... Archive
. R.C.A.

Columbia ... Capitol .
GoN 71,
~AG

If anything, except for the deer’
Southern states where there’s no
integrated baseball being played,
improvements arc being made, es
in Florida and Texas’ case. Exmoles f the latter has shown in
Florida
by integration of the hotels and in Houston between 1954
and 1957 in Tony Taylor’s case
when he played in Texas City and
!Dallas, respectively.
As slow as the Southern prohtem is improving though, it could
I be the twenty-first century by the
time integrated major league baseball reaches Birmingham, Little
Rock, or New Orleans,

’It got so had in Louisiana that
they passed a new state law sayint! that Negri, and white athletes
,gaildn’t compete on the same
field. It wasn’t a personal limbtem, it was a league problem.
’’Sr. they sem us to Florida to

later. Birmingham a21%. up
Ha prof esslional baseball team
rather than bade It playing Integrated te111114 in the Internationi
League, areording to Time Mae-

1947.

The Negri, ballplayer expects
to he treated as a wrong’ rate
citizen down South, but in eases
%nen HS Leon Wagner having
trouble in Illinois anti the Giant
ballplayers being turned down in
a Pittsburgh restaurant %hews
that the whole of raeial diserimination doesn’t strictly hold to the
South.

OF

Summer and Fall Classes Now Register;ng

Lo Bue’s Plaza

If I

play."
Because of the integration probe
tem, th, I v ansville League finall,.
succurniNNI.

0

A(ADIE/1)-

Plaza
Garden
Shop

in

Out of thi.q World Food
at Down to Earth Prices
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack try . . .

TRAIN IN JUST WEEKS!

yt., at /ha Acedeony of easoleso on nal
Rapid, tn,le, me.V cds
timer. Such at. Secretarial. Eremite! Officrb ISM Keypunch. PBX Receptionist
and other ofrrce lobs. Top ialermy too. Your awl, eernongi Me,. than
repay the loe fees.

.Neci-

strevice--

Etc., Etc., Etc.

oe

BACK /AK
itA TEEN ArgaggliS,

Open every nire ’fit 9.30
OR8a
CALFOR At/A

4ewrNto
PA STf ST

Geary/A/c, .4’tIFF4ER
IYERVICE

lit*EssmavFlicE:
Caw
a SANTA,..t.4"7,4

HOUSE OF RECORDS
Corner of Third & San Fernando
(Mention This 1.5d For Discount)

ffsert74..,r
MAJOR CRLINT
Coons AONGRLD
all1111.1110110

SURFBOARDS
Aulden
Reg. $100 Value

Tennis Clothing

Fibreglas
Our Price

$79"

GalsBe Ready For
Summer Vacation

Skirts
Blouses

)
1

McGregor
Bancroft

by Arnel
1441Si’

for Men
Rackets

;trine.
a. ,a, for ilia or
where

NEED
SUMMER
WORK?

Sportswear
Rosecrest" Jantzen‘

Rockets Restrung

HERE!

Denim Stretch
by Fleishman’
Cullottes

ROCK CLIMBING

Petal Pushers

you

want a year
In fact do
around part time job? Sell
Thomas Bros. popular Street
Atlases, Street Guide!. and Ad
aspiring Street Maps. Readi:y
Many r ollpge men
,eleatsle
awl w -men are now
throw-4HO fl,. State of Cal;

Dehydrated Food Supplies

FREE

SPECIAL ON VOIT
WATER SKIS

FRANCIS MACON

PARKING
IN

REAR

Open ’til 9
Mon., Thurs.

write

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"

Mr. E. J. Ostrowski
Thomas Bros. Maps
550 Jr1C10.011 St.
San Frircisco I I, Cal
YU 1.7520
_

4111.19.e

CENTSR
REemar.
SPORT
244
gOL014 ..SECoND

SAKRIOSE.,C-A.LIF

PowALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT OWEST PRICES
IWO/v. Wrrnty,
CeIer s Service
as dry Dual
ned ,a ot ,,
tail lill-425,
(Rdwrood City)
_

et)
Tall Shops
FASHION
UHIGH
Design. Nor
rm.., Than yrorriet
et awe waisted
42 East San Antonio
Dee-doea Sai, Jose
’Y 3.7616

TO STS.FACUvry AND
STUDENTS

Language Dept.
To Offer M.A.
Next Semester
o .11 if the trus11) a reveal
State (’ol’ees of the Cali!,
legt/n.. JS is autis.rwed to offer
roaster’: degrees in three foreign
languages. French, German and
Six:mist
Graduate students interested in
pursuing programs toward one
these degrees should observe
ci
the following: a) if they are now
matriculated as graduate stutter:: ,
with a different objective. titi
should initiate a change of ohjective ss ith the Graduate Div i 1,14
Office. Adm156.
bi if they are graduating
or new graduate students, the:.
should apply for admission to the
Graduate Division. Adm102 stating their specific objective - M.A.
in French. German or Spanish.
Mvisers for these programs are
Dr. A. B. Gregory. French; Dr.
Theodore Verhaaren, German; and
Dr. William Moellering, Spanish.
General information concerning
all of these problem: may be obtained from Dr. Wesley Goddard.
head of the Department of Foreign Languages, room 2A in Build;rt., N

MON.tHau FRI.

HANK’S
Barber Shop

Honor Group
In History
Lists Names

by Dove Dopes
KENNETH COFFIN, (c.) professor of business and chairman of
’Computers in Law’ seminar held last week, relaxes with speakers
Thomas Gilfilian (I.), of the Internal Revenue Service, and Dean
David Walkley, (r) of U. C. Law School.

Parents’ Day Hailed
As New VS Tradition

The Jo ,.:ter for Phi Alpha Theta,
honorary national history society.
was onunitted from the Honor’s
Convocation Issue list of honor
toeiety memberships.
Here is the Spring, 1963 membership for Phi Alpha Theta:
Bill Cole, Daniel Difusco Karen
S. Donovan. Shirley Dyer. Margaret L. Evens, Evelyn Fairies,
Susan Farley.
Wareen Louise Firenzi, Andrew
A. Ghiggeri. Jr., Kenneth Gordon
liabecker, Reed E. Hansen. Harry
H. Hall, Leland Hayashi. J. E.
Ilennan Jr.
Henry A. Hyman, Gary Ink, Jerold G. Jefferson, Denis E. Johnson,
Audrey E. Marley, Andrew Lee.
Constance Mills.
Douglas C. Oliver, Michael J
Oliver, Brian Paddock. Rudolph
P e it u II a, Lillian D. Richmond,
Karen Helene Riffel, Grace Jean
Risse.
W. Grant Robinson Lawrence
Schram. John A. Simas, Daniel D
Sorensen, Sharon Watson, Martin
Zangen Gary Olimpia, Lynn Celotti. and Ted Cornforth.
The faculty adviser for Phi
Alpha Theta is Dr. Donald E
Walters.

have a Parents’ Day program of
some kind. The University of PaHnry Watnab
cific has been holding successful
REGULATION
Owner
Parents’ Days for the past 10
years. Stanford University, too,
Specializing in
all styles of hair cats
has had this program for over nine
Interviews for chairman and
years.
293 0705
Alma Center 148 Alma St
committee members of the ASH
Originally, the Social Affairs Model United Nations Comntittee
/Pt,* fbri $100
Parents’ Day, slated for Sept.
will be held tomorrow and Wednes28, will feature a program of spe- Committee hoped to hold the first day nights from 7 to 10 p.m.
this
spring.
Pooling
Day
Parents’
eial activities to introduce parents
Applications for committee po1,, I.
Hrohria,
1.1
to the campus of San Jose State. , information from the 70 colleges sitions are still available in the
Cast fhpr *hap
California’s oldest and largest ’ and universities contacted about College Union until Monday at
2050 S.WHITE ROAD
I their Parents’ Day experiences, the 4 p.m.
State College.
imiLts
Delegates for next spring’s MUN
SOFSTOay
41 North F.ISt StrOat
All departments will participate committee soon realized that the seseaon in Spokane. Wash., will he
""krahoos
Enjoy
smoking
256136/
in the campus-wide open house. fall semester tied with a football chosen from this committee in the
Smoke a pipe!
of the other events will in-1 game would be a greater attrac- fall.
Some
And while yOu r shopping, try
To qualify, students must be enelude campus tours, a luncheon in tion.
ono of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just the Spartan Cafeteria. a Parent The Parents’ Day Committee, rolled in SJS and have a 2.0 CPA.
Students may sign up for interright for the discriminating pipe
with 15 student members and three
Student Assembly and a Presismoker.
campus advisers, met for the first views through Wednesday.
dent’s Reception.
time at the end of March. This
The highlight of the day will be meeting was preceded by a full
Last Day for Police
’ho football game against Kansas semester of development by members of the Social Affairs ComScholarship Forms
State, with pre-game and half-time
mittee. The work will continue all
activities aimed at the visiting summer.
Today is the last (lay scholarship
!parents.
The ideas and plans have been applications will be accepted for
h:ive a Parents’ Day at San enthusiastically supported by the the $100 scholarship given by the
San Jose Police Officers Wives’
’
7.:!(.,? A hasi: reason tra, idmiristration. The problem now
selling the student body with the Club.
,re to show the taxpayers jie!
Applicants must have mother
for in the long run, it
what their money is doing on th, o ill determine the success of the or a father in the San Jose Police
-.tate college level.
1,mgram, according to Miss Bell.. Department to qualify.
For your convience our truck will be on 8th St.
Applications may be obtained in
From a student’s viewpoint, met
the Dean of Students’ Office, Admbetween San Salvador and San Carlos from 11
:4irents have not been on campu,
26:(
a.r.). to 3 p.m. on Wednesday, June 5, and
efore. They have not seen thc
College Union, the Library, or
New Inter-dormitory Council
Th,...rsday, June 6, to receive your luggage.
Korean Vouchers
Tower Hall.
officers elected Wednesday night
In the Bay Area. most colleges are awaiting their installation dinStudents under PL 550-Korean
For Further Information: CH 8-0100
nor next semester.
Veterans, and PL 634-War OrOfficers are: Bob Bailey of phans may sign their attendance
Markham Hall, president; Cliff voucher, covering the period from
Gutterman of Allen Hall, vice May 1 through June 7, after compresident; Linda Root of Wash- , pletion of their last final, anwwwwriern awes
burn Hall. corresponding secre- nounced John C. Montgomery.
c.weitta. a ..aesar.4
All students enrolled in foreign tary -treasurer: Linda Salemi of
registrar. Vouchers may be obAnguage courses may pre-register Washburn Hall, tentative recordtained at window 13 in the Ad!loW for classes next semester at ing secretary.
ministration Bll lilt ng.
:lie foreign language office, N2A.
All other students wishing to
rike language courses may pre::egister during the week of finals.
According to Dr. Wesley God.
125 So. 4th
lard, head of the department, this,
pre-registration is extremely important because of the increasing
number of students who wish to
enroll in foreign language courses
07,
:ind the fact that the number of
’,retry
a..
’indents per class will henceforth
be strictly limited.
\ So 7th
Student Council recently approiniated $455 to the Parents’ Day
Committee to send 12,000 invitations to parents to attend what
Marilyn Bell, chairman, terms "the
start of another San Jose State
College tradition."

18 HoLE
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Ship Your Luggage...
Via Delta Freight Lines
to all California points

Dorm Elections

Language Class
Pre-Reg Opens

rA

GOOD EATIN’
PODNAH

d Ver
For
Grat:uation
Dacron -Polyester & Wool Suit
Mothers masterful Natural Shoulder Lightweight all -year
suits ... shape retaining. Black/Olive, Char/Brown, Navy,
Cambridge and Oxford.

\ So 9th

Lariat
Room

\

CAMPUS

SHOP

50 So atit St.

COUNTRY
Samos Croak Cad.

111

TOWN

&

alt66
/AIMING

ANGELO’S

t.Y,t STEAK HOUSE
s le

72 E. SANTA CLARA

Crestwood Manor
643 South Bfb Street

socedi

ARTISTS AND ART MAJORS
Ask about our big student savings on art supplies. Fine quality
studio or large tubes, brushes and many other
oil colors
materials
see them at the

CROSSROAD HOUSE
1975 Kirby Way
We fill mail orders. With no obligation
Call 377-1100, for more information

BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

4.6,4

z
.Ce

Ch Ptif

lame,

where you gei a

FULL COURSE DINNER
for as little as $1.45
whole Barbecue Chicken
$1.49
to take out

cteak liewe
CY 3-4661

17 E. SANTA CLARA

Summer Vacations

HAWAII
19995 per person
New Low Price

one week

$239.95 per person, two weeks $399.95 per person,
six weeks summer school.
PRICE INCLUDES:
I. Round trip Deluxe 006 flights to HONOLULU.
2. Royal Hawaiian Lei Greeting.
3. Transfers from Airport to Hotel end return at
4. Twin accommodations at the -New Sea Shore
110

5, OAHU

gas

4. B.

7 Kodak

mile

and

tour

Orb a Aloha

air-conditioned

’rift

complimentary

Polynesian

B. Air-conditioned
9.

dance

rooms

Waikiki.
Hotel."

Cruiser.

meals

in flight.

including

transfers.

hot

show,

and

Get Together

Pat

apartments.

Party.

Airline. ticket witheolt package. 5.1189i

RESERVE NOW
BOOKS OPEN
CY 5-1311 or CY 5-4025
See_I ottri

World

7raveI

493 F.Santa Clara St. at 11th

NOW
Sell Those Used Texts
50% PIUS 10% bonus

ROBERTS
125 So. 4th
Opposite

SOON

0) osRer’s

Walter’s previous teaching experience, before coming to SJS.
was at College of San Mateo not
Foothill College.

OUR

$59.50

I \///.11.:NDF:.11./’
01/1.NE1) AN/1 0/1./(.41 Li)

BOOK STORES

VISIT

Also exclusive agents in this area for Southwick and
Norman Hilton Suits.

Special Low
Rates
$62.50. 10 -Week! WASSON
537.50. 6-irceks xession
25.(n), l-acveks sessititi

During Finals

i
i

TEXASSIZED
STEAKS

D

1963

Women Students
Summer

Sept. I.

\
\\1

ANGELO’S

SPARTAN

Monday. May

Dr. Oh, I.. Walter, personnel
counselor at SJS since 1959, has
been appointed associate dean 01
counseling and testing at Los Angeles State College ef fective

AWN Slates
Interviews

.

DELTA FREIGHT LINES INC.

Dr. Walier Gets
LA. State Post

So. I ith

Library

TO
SERVE
YOU

330 So. 10th
Just
San

off

Carlos

P.S. Both Stores are now buying
back used texts

D tII

lents
r Rates

aims
ssion

R.411.10

1anor
treet
a:4=G%
tS
ouahry
y other

Distance Medley Squad Wins at Modesto

Larry LeFall, Jim Groothoff,
Jose Azevedo and Ben Tucker gave
San Jose State its only win of the
day in the distance medley relay I
Saturday. as three world records
and four American records were
bettered at the 22nd California Relays at Modesto.
I
Tucker, anchor man for the
Spartans. made up about 25 yards
on Charlie Clark of the Southern
California Striders as he came
from third place to victory. Both

FOR THE
l’INIMATE IN IAMBI/Ns
Knits Simeon)
Bobbie Brooks
Miss Pat
Liz Porter Ltd.
455 E. WILLIAM * near 10th Street
CY

.629

Hondas

ra
ER

Fabulous "50s"

.45

* up to 225 mpg
* solves parking problems
* carries two very nicely

ken
.49

$245
BILL MANDER
635 University Ave.
Los Gatos
or call ELgato 4-2130

.4661

ce.e.e.oresrarsce..e.:so-

Women Students
Before you contract
$
0
O

for next fall
VISIT

htkl

Crestwood Manor

tl

Approved Apartments

11

1
1

for the lie,t in

off -campus us tog
Independently Owned
and Operated
we Think }mai Like Us Best
Now Renting For Fall
Also Low Summer Rates
I
Sliil BDS
k . ii.1.1, ,l
iNIMIlit Si 4 I 4 4.41’ IS
s
10 11 051S
[ vrict I \ r,,I
k
I RP Kai BENS
t. . it IET
4 [FAN

8

, ,IE. EEL,

Crestwood Manor
643 South 8th Street

Bruce
Olson*
says...
’us

t If You’d Liketo Know Hove
to Get the Most for your ate Insurance dollars, contact me and
I’ll tell you about College Life’s
BENEFACTOR, famous policy
designed expressly for college
men and sold exclusively to college men because college men
are preferred life insurance risks.
No obligation. Give me a ring,
now.)

teams were timed in an identical man and Morgan
Groth traversed
9:49.1. Tucker was given a 4:04 2 the distance in 7:18.9.
for his split
These records all broke nitThe surprise if the 141IPt was
ntandards also. In addiPhil /Minnick of the Unkersity
tion. in the featured tulle event,
of Washington, who bettered the
Peter Snot of New Zealand
norld broad Jump rectini nIth a
broke the AIIIPlican record alt Ii
leap of 27’ 4". Earlier in the day
a time of 3:54.9. The clocking
Shinnick had failed to qualify for
W1144 only tine -half second over
the finals in the Rig Six meet,
Snell’s world mark.
’
and his pre% h011.4 1/144 it11111) of the
Snell was timed at 3:00.2 at the I
year had been 25’ 4,5".
Ralph Boston of the L.A. Striders, who was expected to win the
broad jump easily, took second
place with a great 27’
leap.
Brian Sternberg, also of thl
University of Washington. set a
new standard in the pole vault,
going 16’ 7". Sternberg came close
three times at 16 9". The third
world record -breaking performance
was turned in by the Oregon State
two-mile relay team. Jan Underwood, Jerry Brady, Norm Hull-

1320 mark, but rail away from the Joe Neff ran a fine anchor lap in
field the final 150-200 rirds. Gary
second relay
WeisInger. Jim Beatty and Jim
SiJs distance Kee Danny MurGrelle were all timed in under phy finished fifth behind Nen
four minutes. Weisinger had a best - Zealand’s; Murray Ilalberg in the
ever time of 3:57.3.
two-mile, with a Buie of 8:52.4,
San Jose freshman relay teams his bent-ever out doors. filalfinished fourth in two events. The berg’s winning time was 14:44.6. ,
sprint medley team was timed in
Walt Roberts went 48’ 45," in.
3:23.2, while the distance medley the triple jump, good for fourth.
team hit the finish line in 10:06.8. place. He beat out Fresno State’s
Charles Craig, who has the her,
collegiate jump in the country this
year.
Dwight Middleton finished fifth
In the 220 with a time of 21.2. Middleton arrived at the meet late
and competed in only one event
LeFall ran a strong 440 and iv:, clocked in 47.6, good for third ph, ,
Freshman sprinter Ed WWI%
finished third behind Florida
53:51s Robert Hayo-s In the OK
moody was Mated In 9.5, the top
mark of the year for :my S.’S
_

Track
Year Loaded
With Laughs

\the outstanding athlete of the nunior college meet Cowings won the
100 in 9.5. the 220 in 20 4. and anchored the school’s winning mile re%printer. Lloyd Murad of the
lay team.
%arsity finished
-t-nth
of a second lwilind Moody
In the state junior college meet,
Sperial Student Rates
held in conjunction with the reTYPEWRITERS
lays, Long Beach was an easy winner. College of Sequoia was secMODERN OFFICE
ond. Foothill third and San Mateo
MACHINES CO.
fit th.
293.5a,
12.1 E. San Fernando
Bill Cowings of COS was named

"Bill" Edmunson
Body Shop
f (innerly Custom Body Shop
Foreign & Domestic Complete Body Repairing & Painting
Frame Straightening and St heel Aligning
All Work Guaranteed
Call for a Free Estimate

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
292-09511
1 (IT Balbach

Break a Record
And Finish Fourth

1963

By DAVE NEWiint-sE
Buckets of laughs, telling upsets
and several records highlighted the
1963 track and field season at San
Jose State. None of the upsets,
however, could halt undefeated
dual meet seasons posted by both
the varsity and frosh.
The humor angle WIII4 played
up at the sludgy triangular be’
141-041.’
tween SJS. California and An sinus State at Berkeley. Olseuis
FLASHY SPARTAN Dwight Middleton competed in only one
thrower Don Jensen, in a heavy
event Saturday at the Cal Relays in Modesto, finishing fifth in the
ralruthower, went into his spin
220 at 21.2. But Middleton has paced SJS all year with his efforts
and after throwing the platter,
in the 100, 220, 440 and on relay legs.
made an additional three spins
outside the circle hefore managing to stop.
In the same meet, Tony Enders, I
splashed down the pole vault runway, sailed skyward only to have a
strong wind blow him back on the
runway just as he was about to
clear the crossbar.
New Zealand’s most significant on the second of a three-day, visit
The year’s key upset was Eric
to the Bay Area. Yesterday, they ’
Frische’s defeating Lloyd Murad contribution to the world of sports
attended the annual varsity and ’
in the 100 of the Stanford Relays, will conduct one of the most
freshman barbecue at the home of I
which SJS lost to Stanford by one worthwhile track and field clinics
Dr. Walter Reynolds, 19740 Farpoint, 96-95. Murad later turned ever witnessed in Northern Cali -1
well, Saratoga. Dr. Reynolds is the
the tables, in a convincing manner,
fornia, tonight at 7 o’clock in the president of the "Spartan Spikers,"
at the Stanford, Oklahoma triangSJS track booster.
Concert Hall.
ular.
Winter hopes that Snell and HeiPeter Snell and Murray Hal Another upset would he the
berg will both work out at Spartan
berg, boat world record holders,
defeat of Walt Roberts in the
Field before leaving the area
and Artnur Lydian!, the reittriple jump at Stanford, %%Idyll
Wednesday.
greatness,
.orld
their
for
son
Middleton’-,
left it up to Dwight
siteirein4ful aneitor leg in the mile nil! speak before all interested
relay to Hippie the obstinate , Northern and Central California
track coaches. The Concert Ball
Indianss
The records book changed like is located at Seventh and San
spring fashions at SJS this season. Carlos Streets.
The frosh two and four mile relay
SJS track coach Bud Winter is
_ teams bettered the national fresh- asking all P.E. majors to attend
man records at those distances,
the three-hour seminar. The San
Walt Roberts bettered the school Jose athletic department is soontriple jump record, and freshman soring the clinic as a public servMel Holmes and Ken Good eclipsed ice to all track coaches in the
the 440 and high jump records, re- area.
speet ively.
Spartan long distance expert
Dean Miller claims that Lydiard
is probably the most recognized
distance authority in the world today. His two most famous students
Snell and Heiberg, were the 800
and 5,1851-meter champions, reW Iron. Wiliain !staminat
spectively, at the 1960 Olympics.
ellonthip i. available In alai
Snell is world record holder
-I uu.It’nit in humanities, -.el, I-.
mathematic., art hintory, 11111.,
In the mile, 880 and 800 -meter
romponition, ituitiminiirolop. II
events. Ibilberg is currently the
lertake grail
NMI are able to
5,000 title holder, as his former
lode ...irk in the fall of 1961 (at
contact ..our
Hsi, nine record vi a’. broken by
la. (II 11.
or Pr. Edgar
ifint Beatty of the United States.
21170.
The three New Zealanders are

LOS ANGELES fl.TPD- In 1954
Roger Bannister made track history with a 3:59.4 mile the first
ever run under four minutes. At the
National AAU meet here Bill Dotson of Lawrence, Kan., bettered
Bannister’s mile with a 3:59.0 time
but, after studying Bulove Phototimer pictures of the race for half
an hour, judges decided he had
finished fourth behind Jim Beatty
13:57.921, Jim Grelle 13:58.171 and
Cary WeLsiger 13:58.181.
Dotson was denied even the consolation of being the ’farthest back" finisher of an under-4 -minutes mile. Back in 1958 an Australian named Albert Thomas
turned in a 3:58.6 mile in a race
In Dublin, Ireland, yet wound up
in fifth place.
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ALMA GOLF COURSE
:an jose’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

GOLF

75C

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
Students and faculty
Monday flirt, Friday

50

MINIATURE GOLF
* 9 -hole golf course
* putting greens

With A.S.B. Card

* miniature golf
* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
member Spa -ter Foundet on
445 W. Alma SC, San Jose
t 3

Eminent New Zealand Track Trio
To Speak at NorCal Clinic Tonight

GRADUATION

PORTR.iITS

Limited time old!.
I 8

x 10

2 5 x 7

Winter suggests all nhii plan
on attending the clinic tonight.
get there early to ;IVI4ili an i’s pet-It’d rush. questions vi Ill he
entertained throughout the program.
Snell will discuss his mile race
Saturday against Beatty at the
California Relays. Heiberg will describe the two mile race and Lydiand will share valuable distance
1:riowledge with the audience.

:12
It

Wallet size

11"

Job application photo*
(with this coupon and A.s.B. earil

August Ramirez Photography.
293-7471

942 East Santa Clara
Phone for appointment
1? -1100

Dust those old texts off
they might be valuable.

Cal Book is one of eight stores located in
three western states.

sI ,500 G rad mite

If)

"tz 62X58OCW
OVER THE FENCE!
MAN! HOW DO YOU
DO IT 2?

This means that books rejected at other
bookstores will still get top prices if used
elsewhere in the United States.

EATING AT
UNCLE JOHNS
PANCAKE HOUSE!

50 To of New Book Price
Plus
107o Extra Bonus

10th

*BRUCE OLSON
351 N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031
trpresenfong
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
.. ’be Only Company se/big
r’rrg,,,nly to College Men

LOPEN
7:15 A.M. - 7:15 P.M.

FREE
PARKING

FINALS
MAY 29 - JUNE 6

Food’s Great
Stop In This Weekend . . . Our
Hamburger
-Lb.
I/4
Pancakes
Famous
World
Ham & Eggs
Premium Ground Steak

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE !MUSE

134 S. SAN FERNANDO

1415 S First

294-’716

R.-1111PARTAN HAIL,

’Monday

1,1F0

National Science Foundation Honor Group,
Installs
Supports Math Programs
College will have the largest concentrations of National Science
Foundation mathematics institutes
to the nation, according to Dr.
Lester Lange. head of the Mat hemattes Department.

The Nat,
. !4cience Foundation
supports the institutes in order
to provide an opportunity for full
time study by experienced teachers who wish to increase their
krum ledge ut mathematics and the
Incr,ded in the five area pm- , latest theories and methods of
gram
he a prelimimiry sum- teaching.
,r1 for the 1963.64 AcaDr. John L. Marks. professor of
Mathematics Institute m.sIlietnatics, will be director of
d.
:,,

instit0 Ic for teachers ot
ary Mathematics, with 60
:
registered.
r. Kenneth Fowler. associate
lessor of mathematics, will be
’"’tot’ of the institute for teachof junior high school mathe!ics, with 40 registrants.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $110 on aut.:mobil* insurance are now commun
for married men under 25 years
of age with the California Casualty Indemnity Exchange.
-Married men in this age
bracket are generally paying ,1
cessiv premiums for the degree
of risk involved.- says Cvoige M.
Campbell, Spartan Representative
for the Exchange.
-We believe that a married
man with family responsibilities is
a more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents,- said Campbell.
-Therefore, he is entfied to rates
for mature dryers.’’
For example. A married man,
age 22 with Bodily Iniury Liability
$10/20.000 Property Damage
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $167 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $14 dividend, or
a net of $66 (based on current
IS per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $101 with the Exchange, (Other coverages with
comparable sayings).
Campbell declared that even
unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 15 per cent.
Call or write for full information to George M. Campbell,
1885 The Alameda, San Jose,
Phone 244.9600.

i. James Smart, associate pro-sr of mathematics, will direct
:
institute for teachers of senim
n school mathematics. There
50 persons registered for the
<rum.

1,t

Marion T. Bird, professor of
will be director ot
.1 e for teachers of
,ge mathematics.

Officer installation, awards and
’ new member initiation marked last
week’s meeting of Spartan Shields,
sophomore men’s honorary society, in the SJS Memorial Chapel
Fall semester officers are: Ed
Button.
president:
Mike Cook
vice president; Jack Perkins, secretary: and Larry Ferrario, treasurer.
The Outstanding Spartan Shield
, award, given to a member ha achievements and contributions to
the society, went to Don Carroll,
and outstanding semester pledge
honors were given Floyd Kuehn’s.
Special tribute and a plaque were
given Don Ryan, assistant to the
dean of students and Spartan
!Shields adviser.
The 13 new members initiated
, are: Dan Barker, Lynn Basharn.
!Bob Booth. Gary Brenneman, Joe
Buehler, Bob Coontz. Dan Dahlen,
Drake, Ed Gibson, Floyd
Ruehnis, Bruce McDonald, Dick
-zbasart and Tom Volz.

Leonard Feldman. as,a.i.ite
-,r of mathematics, is di of the preliminary Acts All graduating English majors
,,ac Year Institute (ATI I ses- ..11 this summer, with 23 teachers are invited to the Senior English
enrolled. The AYI for 1963-64 will tea, to be held Sunday, June 2,
begin its full program in Septem- from 4 to 6 p.m. at the residence
Dr. Feldman also directed the of Dr. Helen Macare, 500 Mag:::r.
recently completed AYI for 1962- nolia Lane. Santa Clara.
Further information is available
in F0102.

Senior English Tea

..,tn a specialty in the western
.,.inent and a background in
?lie American fiontiers, Dr. NelKlose, associate professor of
liistory, has recently completed
and sent to publishers the final
draft of three books in the field
f Arne:lean history.
Klose has been gathering
specific material for over five years
and considers the project an "outgrowth of teaching."

L, An,

,

AWARDED TWENTY DOLLARS from the Humanities club are
Robert A. Gilham and Douglas B. Greene. Also shown are Paul
Eddy, president of the club and Dr. Robert C. Gordon, Assoc.
Professor of English.

Goldwater Club
Seeks Approval

Loan Applications

Applwations and rete,a Is are
now as ailable for the 1.11;:;-04 National Defense student loans. Applications may be obtained in Adin,’Students for Goldwater," a club 201.

!

Spartaguld

For Quick Dependabler
Service Come to

being
organized
w11
,supmon
ac
Presented a petition for recognition
to

the

Activities

Office

Friday.

The club requested temporary upproval.

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara

FOLK
Guitars -Banjos -Music

BENNER MUSIC
CO 7-7417

e, "educate the student body and the
general public concerning the rio-

TO51011110W:
Tri-Beta Society: meeting to
Elan next fall’s science overnight;
S237. 1:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization:
meets in College Chapel, 7:30 p.m.
Speech and Hearing Club: Ex,.cut ive Officers’ meeting in SD235,
12:30 p.m.

S6.50 per
Month

1 884 W. San Carlos

Off Regular
Retail Price

chairman, the club’s purpose is to

TtiDAY:
W 0 111 en ’s Recreation Assn.:,
WIIA Council meeting in Women’s,
4:30 p.m.
La Torre: student receipt holders may pick up their annuals on
May 2. 29 by the Student Affairs
tiusine,s Office, BI.

that they supply factual
content of courses planned so a,
to require extensive readings.

THIRD ROOK
A third book written over two
years ago, also, in recent week:
has been completed to meet tho
particular requirements of the
University of Nebraska Press publishers.
The book is titled, "The American Frontier, A Summary of Ileory, Regions, Problems, and Types
FIRST WORK
.
It has been preork, to be published of Frontiers."
-eparate books, is a NM- pared as a guide for college teachI. ipica I iy
,rganized "Digest er!: and students in courses on the
westward movemetit.
lueruan History."
e.,sers Coiled States His.
The book includes a unique
s ill, II) 1877 arid Part II covers chapter on the urban frontier
aria
s.ene :bbject since 1565.
an extensive annotated bibliogra’Tliese books, to be published phy of selected readings,
early in the fall in both cloth and
ROOK ADOPTED
paper bindings, will be used priIn addition, Dr. Klose has remarily by college students in surcently been informed by Km.
sey courses. They provide straightBooks, the publisher of his book
forward statements of essential
titled. "California: Basic History
subject matter and avoid the fragand Government," that the book
mentation of subject matter by
has been adopted and recommendsuch aids as the college outlines.
ed for adoption or use as a supplementary textbook by seseral
SPECIAL AID
As a special aid to students, all California colleges, including San
topics are also rated according to Francisco State, Fresno City
significance. The books are keyed lege, and San Bernardino Valley
1,, available supplementary read. I College.

According to Al Mason, acting

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING

ines so

litical philosophy

of Sen.

Barry

NOW IN GIRLS Department

Goldwater, R-Arizona.
The new organization plans no
affiliation with any other political
group

except

Goldwater"

"Californians

and

"The

for

National

Draft Goldwater Committee."

Blouses

$5.95 Now $2.88

Skirts

$10.95 Now $5.33

Dresses

$19.95 Now $9.88

Interested persons may contact
the

faculty

adviser,

Mrs.

Eliza-

beth Stewart, asistant profesor of
English,

or

Mason

at

Men’s Sale

Markham

COLLEGIATE SHOP
121 South 4th Street (Across from Library)

Hall.
The group will begin meeting in

still on

the fall.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

’59 Ford Galasie ht
puwer sToorm?.
51175, 297-7550.

_2_

Share flat w/rnature male. Approx. $35/
24 S. 7rh St.

c

.h

rn,,arr?e

Fore. house, summer, $100. All Oil. paid.
S 12M. 295.5996.
’62 Duce; 250. 25 by & ’62 Macbi lb
1958
5750.
Sac.
bo’h
$1400.
cos.
hb
Interested in flying? Summer member5550. CY 4., Spacious, 2 bdrm apt for married stuv V-8 ’odor s’ick, A.
dents. newly built, children and pets
sn’os "cw avaiiable n F ymg 20’s. Cal 7343.
welcome. Near Sears. $105. 444 Page,
2;7
"
--s or 294-8534 alr 6
294.6983. after 4 p.m.
-.coo
1959 Volks. cask black, r &
will pay you
- i hi 293-3857.
SUMMER
STUDENTS, studio apts. $65.
used books to
_
56 Austin Healy, w/hdtp., new tires & 659 So. 9th St. Mgr, Apt. No. 4. 294.
useo again on this campus. May 29
& out. Priced for 1 0382.
.,11
s5 e. 453 S. 5th W.,. 8.
Wornen’s Co-op is tak’ng appiicu
s we-ed
3, r,s
5,3 58 Sprite
ve’Y idod E0,d bon. AN 146 So. 10th, 295-9783.
1
Furn, rooms, male students. kit. prin. N6
smoking or drinking. $10 & $15. CV 34 Olds 4 dr. sedan. Hydra..
For Sale:
3088.
EL 6-3827.
_
Low Summer Rates. Mod. fume. apts. I
5’
LOST AND FOUND (2)
bdrrn. $75 mo. 2 bdms. $95 mo, 741 So.
$22: -t
tith St. 292-3846.

AUTOMOTIVE (4)

Prof’s

any

52

DeSoo.

2’44

Karmann Ghia. W, :
ww. Make ctfer. 269.9321.
1953 Jowett Jupiter Sports, $250 See
40’.,
8th basemen, ept.
1952 Stud., good engine Best offscy 3-5933, 415 S. 12th S
:r . wkdays.

2 girls to share apt. 455 So. 886, No. 6
2-t-1 5800.
Auto Insurance for students. Phone 248.
242,1 Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So, Monroe’ Roommate needed - sum. -e-121. Pool 293-8324, 476 So. 7rt
Siet
1
Ssola, Sate Farm Insurance. Auto- SUMMER RATES - 175 & $90. Purn’ - 3,s. 373.4123, Res. 266.5908. ,Soed 1 bed ap.s. See mgr. 583 So. 11th
, - a B’ or 3.0 average No. 3.
,71-3
."al 20% discount on
Couple, child oh. 2 bed unfurnished.
-5pe,1
yr.’ pd. $1,0 mo. 583 1
No 3.
MEN
Sr, 21:
or auto insurance. So. i It
clean record. Best
s s3ders , ’or nser ed students. Call Doug Off-campus apt. aye, June t thru sum- I
rer mo. for I-2 coeds. Convienient
Fa, so,. 354-7156. State Farm Insurance
transp. to campus. 289-5576 after 5:30
Company.
or weekends.
Get more
2 brim furnished apts. for surnmer.1
Avail June 7. $80. 251.5882. 620 S. 7th. 1
! 3 rm. unfurn. apt 155 no. 731 So. 3rd.
Mgr. apt. No. I.

EMPLOYMENT 1103

Men: now interviewing. Earn up to $100
IDeltare 2 bedroom aph. F.,n
.-fun
, ....-,, , -"re if above average. Work
, ’sole co nationally ferrous ,‘-’;’1, ,,’,...,.. -.’,.._!,’::::e,.e’’’:,.., 1 i i ,
,
I tarn cash scholarships i
if yoa have a car 2980 Var ,-, . i .1 FR 8 8923.

’35 Chevy co, Ntw brakes, fires clod! 1,,s;id n,2 . . , ,
.i.o7e6
1 , - r

years

of

aoe

or

over

’60 Chen Impala 2 door hardtop .- .,-: Four Pubic Relations p.,_,S OnS "Ow
adio. heater, stick. 297.466 .
’
summer with "tab"hed I
Bob.
.-.a ’ -- Abscoutely no selling. $390,
goorenteed. Transportation
s,,,er. 6 ,,,,d ,,,,,, !
58 Rambler 4 d
:...’,vv,
,-,,.1 (j
r:, Mn, Comstock for inter
1
ow,vr. $495, Ph. EL 4.4840 afr,
63
48,
. ,. , :
4.(_;G.
’
Mg, vransvd. Couple preferred. Cal’
’58 Dodge Laocer Inclp Mint cond
AN 9.4040. AN 9-5939.
0
mooed. 298.3287.
Wdo girl boy, light wk end work 17m/
40 Stud. Criamp 2 dr. Pan nev.
- 11.try Los Gatos. 298-4641.
’J
I
^
motor. Approx
00 AN 9Q534
.
auto mech and/or
boiferably with
55 Austin Healy,
1060 4 sp. &
/63 2274 aft 6
1
; ,ts red aqua. $995, 295-3141,
I
HOUSING 1121
1953 Fod wreck. C 2 appren1ate. $60
.
. 274 9905,
House for serious responsible mon. Sur,
I rne $20. Fall $37 50. util. inc. 400 S.,
-.0+er e7;e’re"’ I 13th. CV 5.6619. eves.
Allstate -Canoeist’
-- .
I
- .r.1.1.- , . g, o ndsk:eld See
at :k2t., Page Sr S 3 - re: CV 7 9292. i Weeted: 2 male rm, mates to share 2
,
M’s L:o. ard 10
bdrm. mod. apt. poo1.294.1398.
’

.

’

2 girls wanted
sharp mod. apt Surr2, , 5345.
’
- r ’’’’

FOR BOOKS TO BE USED ON THIS CAMPUS

2 rmfejs, ,or summer. Reed Apts.
Rent cheers. CV 5.9965. Ask for Maggie
I

or

MERCHANDISE

111111

Veughe’s, 121 S. 4th, announces its store
*As clearance of veers clothing. Sale ,
mom mon SO% off.

PLUS

1

%

BONUS

Wanted: Used books in escherile ,to -s-.1 rash - Bring them to Spa s8 r-.. 1
For Sale: 3 warm, cuddling Seal
kittens. Call 294.4866.

P,

Siamese

Webeer port. tape recorder. 7200 ft.
tape. $60. 680 S. 8th St. No. 2.

Far

Salo: SJS
Map 294.3037.

nu.

Mod

Pertablit typewriter, almost new
Learn to Type ’ records. Exc.
Maio offer Heidi, 2959811.

coma

je,atet,

hie

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"

